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Description

[0001] This invention relates to a fuel injector for use
in the delivery of fuel to a combustion space of an inter-
nal combustion engine. In particular, the invention re-
lates to a fuel injector of the type intended for use in a
fuel system of the accumulator or common rail type, the
injector being of the type controlled using a piezoelectric
actuator.
[0002] In a known piezoelectrically actuated fuel in-
jector, as disclosed in US 4 579 283 A, a piezoelectric
actuator is operable to control the position occupied by
a control piston, the piston being moveable to control
the fuel pressure within a control chamber defined, in
part, by a surface associated with the valve needle of
the injector to control movement of the injector. Such an
arrangement suffers from the disadvantage that fuel
tends to leak from the control chamber past the piston,
such a parasitic escape of fuel resulting in the injector
being relatively inefficient. Further, during injection, the
restriction to fuel flow formed by the passages and fuel
lines whereby the injector is connected to a common rail
may result in the fuel injection pressure falling to an un-
acceptable level.
[0003] Another problem with known injectors is that
pressure waves transmitted along the fuel passages
and lines may give rise to undesirable needle movement
during injection and may be of sufficient magnitude to
cause secondary injections.
[0004] It is an object of the invention to provide a fuel
injector in which the disadvantageous effects described
hereinbefore are of reduced effect.
[0005] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a piezoelectrically actuable fuel injector compris-
ing a fuel inlet arranged, in use, to receive fuel under
high pressure from a source of pressurized fuel, an out-
let, and an accumulator volume located between the in-
let and the outlet, a piezoelectric actuator being located
within the accumulator volume and being operable to
move a control piston to modify the fuel pressure within
a control chamber.
[0006] Such an arrangement is advantageous in that
the end of the control piston remote from the control
chamber may be exposed to fuel at high pressure. The
fuel pressure drop along the length of the piston may
therefore be reduced, and as a result leakage of fuel
from the control chamber can be reduced. Further, it will
be appreciated that by providing the injector with such
an accumulator volume, depending upon the capacity
of the accumulator volume, the effect of the fall in fuel
pressure due to the fuel passages and lines upstream
of the fuel inlet can be reduced.
[0007] An articulated connection is conveniently pro-
vided between the actuator and the control piston. Such
an arrangement permits compensation for slight manu-
facturing inaccuracies. The articulated connection is
conveniently arranged to permit the application of a re-
tracting force to the piston upon energizing the actuator

in such a manner as to reduce the length thereof. This
is conveniently achieved by arranging for a seal to be
formed between the actuator and the piston such that,
upon the length of the actuator being reduced, a partial
vacuum is drawn in a volume between the actuator and
the piston serving to draw the piston to follow the move-
ment of the end of the actuator.
[0008] The volume between the piston and the actu-
ator may communicate with the control chamber, if de-
sired.
[0009] The actuator is conveniently provided with a
flexible sealant coating, preferably an electronics con-
formal sealant coating. The provision of such a coating
reduces the risk of damage to the actuator due to the
application of fuel under high pressure thereto. The fuel
pressure acting upon the actuator further keeps the
stack under compression which reduces the risk of prop-
agation of cracks in the actuator.
[0010] The invention will be described, by way of ex-
ample, with reference to the accompanying drawings,
in which:-

Figure 1 is a sectional view illustrating a fuel injector
in accordance with an embodiment of the invention;
and

Figures 2 and 3 are enlarged views illustrating parts
of the injector of Figure 1.

[0011] The fuel injector illustrated in the accompany-
ing drawings comprises a nozzle body 10 provided with
a blind bore 11 within which a valve needle 12 is recip-
rocable. The valve needle 12 is shaped for engagement
with a seating defined adjacent the blind end of the bore
11. The needle 12 is of stepped form, including a rela-
tively large diameter region which is of diameter sub-
stantially equal to that of the adjacent part of the bore
11 and arranged to guide the needle 12 for sliding move-
ment within the bore 11, and a reduced diameter portion
which defines, with the bore 11, a delivery chamber 13.
It will be appreciated that engagement of the needle 12
with the seating controls communication between the
delivery chamber 13 and one or more outlets openings
14 located downstream of the seating.
[0012] The bore 11 is shaped to define an annular gal-
lery 15 which communicates with a drilling 16 provided
in the nozzle body. The needle 12 is provided with flutes
17 defining flow paths between the annular gallery 15
and the delivery chamber 13. The needle 12 defines an
angled step at the interconnection of the relatively large
and smaller diameter regions thereof, the step forming
a thrust surface which is exposed to the fuel pressure
within the delivery chamber 13 such that when fuel un-
der high pressure is applied to the delivery chamber 13,
the action of the fuel applies a force to the needle 12
urging the needle 12 away from its seating. The exposed
end surface of the needle 12 similarly forms a thrust sur-
face against which fuel under pressure may act to urge
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the needle towards its seating.
[0013] The nozzle body 10 abuts a distance piece 18
provided with a through bore within which a piston mem-
ber 19 of tubular form is slidable. A screw-threaded rod
20 is engaged within the passage defined by the tubular
piston member, a spring 21 being engaged between the
screw-threaded rod 20 and the end surface of the valve
needle 12. The spring 21 applies a biasing force to the
needle 12, urging the needle 12 towards its seating. It
will be appreciated that for a given position of the piston
member 19, adjustment of the axial position of the
screw-threaded rod 20 by rotating the rod 20 relative to
the piston member 19 will vary the spring force applied
by the spring 21 to the needle 12.
[0014] The distance piece 18 abuts an end of an ac-
tuator housing 23 which is of elongate form and is pro-
vided with a bore defining an accumulator 22. The ac-
tuator housing 23 is provided with an inlet region 24 ar-
ranged to be coupled to a high pressure fuel line (not
shown) to permit connection of the fuel injector to a
source of fuel under high pressure, for example a com-
mon rail charged to an appropriate high pressure by a
suitable high pressure fuel pump. The inlet region 24
houses an edge filter member 25 to remove particulate
contaminants from the flow of fuel to the injector, in use,
thereby reducing the risk of damage to the various com-
ponents of the injector. The clean side of the filter formed
by the edge filter member 25 communicates through a
drilling 26 with the accumulator 22. A drilling 27 provided
in the distance piece 18 permits communication be-
tween the accumulator 22 and the drilling 16 provided
in the nozzle body 10. A cap nut 28 is used to secure
the nozzle body 10 and distance piece 18 to the actuator
housing 23.
[0015] A piezoelectric actuator stack 29 is located
within the accumulator 22. The actuator stack 29 may
be provided with a coating 30 of a flexible sealant ma-
terial, the sealant material being of an electronics con-
formal nature. The coating 30 acts to prevent or restrict
the ingress of fuel into the joints between the individual
elements forming the piezoelectric actuator stack 29,
thus reducing the risk of damage to the actuator stack
29. Further, as the stack is subject to the compressive
load applied by the fuel under pressure, the risk of prop-
agation of cracks is reduced. The actuator stack 29 car-
ries, at its lower end, an anvil member 31 which is
shaped to define a part-spherical recess. A load trans-
mitting member 32 including a region of part-spherical
form extends into the part-spherical recess of the anvil
member 31. The load transmitting member 32 is provid-
ed with an axially extending, screw-threaded passage
within which the screw-threaded rod 20 engages. A
spacer or shim 33 is located between the load transmit-
ting member 32 and the adjacent face of the tubular pis-
ton member 19 to control the spacing of these compo-
nents.
[0016] The screw threaded rod 20 is shaped to re-
ceive a tool for use in rotating the rod 20 to adjust the

spring force applied to the needle 12.
[0017] The radius of curvature of the part-spherical
surface of the load transmitting member 32 is slightly
greater than that of the part-spherical recess of the anvil
member 31. It will be appreciated, therefore, that the en-
gagement between these components occurs around a
substantially circular sealing line adjacent the outer pe-
riphery of the anvil member 31, and that a small volume
is defined between these components. The cooperation
between the anvil member 31 and load transmitting
member 32 is such as to define an imperfect seal be-
tween these components, the seal being sufficient to re-
strict the rate at which fuel can flow to the volume de-
fined therebetween from the accumulator 22.
[0018] The upper end of the actuator stack 29 is se-
cured to a first terminal member 34 using an appropriate
adhesive, an insulating spacer member 35 being locat-
ed between the first terminal member 34 and the end
surface of the actuator stack 29. A second, outer termi-
nal member 36 surrounds a stem 34a of the first terminal
member 34, another insulator member 37 being located
between the first and second terminal members. Again,
a suitable adhesive is conveniently used to secure these
integers to one another. A seal member 38 engages
around part of the second terminal member 36. The seal
member 38 includes a surface of part-spherical or part-
spheroidal form which is arranged to seat within a cor-
respondingly shaped recess formed around a drilling
which opens into an end of the accumulator 22, to com-
pensate for slight misalignments and manufacturing in-
accuracies. The first and second terminals 34, 36 ex-
tend into a radial drilling 39 provided in the actuator
housing 23 whereby appropriate electrical connections
can be made to permit control of the piezoelectric actu-
ator. The fuel pressure within the accumulator assists
the adhesive in retaining the various components in po-
sition.
[0019] The seal member 38 may be constructed from
a high performance engineering thermoplastics material
such as Poly Ethyl Ether Ketone (PEEK), PPS or LCP,
or may be constructed from a ceramic material.
[0020] The end surface of the needle 12 which engag-
es the spring 21 is exposed to the fuel pressure within
a control chamber 40 defined between the nozzle body
10, the distance piece 18, the piston member 19 and the
screw-threaded rod 20. It will be appreciated that the
fuel pressure within the control chamber 40 assists the
spring 21 in applying a force to the needle 12 urging the
needle 12 towards its seating.
[0021] In use, with the injector supplied with fuel under
high pressure, and with the piezoelectric actuator stack
29 occupying an energization state in which it is of rel-
atively great length, the piston member 19 occupies a
position in which the fuel within the control chamber 40
is pressurized to an extent sufficient to ensure that the
force applied to the needle 12 by the fuel under pressure
within the control chamber 40 in conjunction with the ac-
tion of the spring 21 is sufficient to hold the needle 12
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in engagement with its seating against the action of the
fuel under pressure within the delivery chamber 13. It
will be appreciated, therefore, that injection of fuel is not
taking place. The fuel pressure within the accumulator
22 is high, thus a relatively small pressure drop occurs
along the length of the piston member 19. As a result,
leakage of fuel between the piston member 19 and the
distance piece 18 from the control chamber 40 to the
accumulator 22 is restricted to a low level.
[0022] Additionally, as illustrated most clearly in Fig-
ure 2, the distance piece 18 is shaped to include a region
18a of reduced diameter which extends into the accu-
mulator 22. The fuel under pressure within the accumu-
lator 22 acts upon the outer surface of this part of the
distance piece 18 applying a radial compressive load to
the distance piece 18, and a result, leakage of fuel be-
tween the piston member 19 and the distance piece 18
is further restricted.
[0023] In order to commence injection, the actuator
stack 29 is operated to move to a second energization
state in which it is of reduced axial length. Since the up-
per end of the actuator stack 29, in the orientation illus-
trated, is held in a fixed position relative to the actuator
housing 23, the change in energization state of the stack
29 to reduce the length thereof results in upward move-
ment of the lower end of the stack 29. The movement
of the lower end of the actuator stack 29 is transmitted
to the anvil 31. As a seal is formed between the anvil 31
and the load transmitting member 32, the movement of
the anvil member 31 reduces the fuel pressure within
the volume defined between these components, the re-
duced fuel pressure serving to draw the load transmit-
ting member 32 to move with the stack 29. As the control
piston member 19 is secured to the load transmitting
member 32, the change in energization state of the
stack 29 results in movement of the piston member 19,
increasing the volume of the control chamber 40, and
hence reducing the fuel pressure acting upon the needle
12. As the movement of the piston member 19 contin-
ues, the action of the fuel under pressure within the con-
trol chamber 40 will reduce to a point beyond which the
needle 12 is no longer held in engagement with its seat-
ing, and as a result, fuel is able to flow from the delivery
chamber 13 to the outlet openings 14, and injection of
fuel commences.
[0024] When injection is to terminate, the stack 29 is
returned to its original energization state, and as a result
the anvil 31 and load transmitting member 32 are
pushed in a downward direction returning the piston
member 19 to substantially its original position. As a re-
sult, the fuel pressure within the control chamber 40 in-
creases, thus applying a greater magnitude force to the
needle 12, and a point will be reached beyond which the
fuel pressure within the control chamber 40 in conjunc-
tion with the spring 21 is able to return the needle 12
into engagement with its seating.
[0025] The volume between the anvil 31 and the load
transmitting member 32 communicates with the control

chamber 40, conveniently through the screw-threaded
engagement between the piston member 19 and the rod
20, and between the rod 20 and the load transmitting
member 32. As a result, during injection, the volume be-
tween the anvil 31 and the load transmitting member 32
is held at a relatively low pressure, between the accu-
mulator pressure and the control chamber pressure, the
control chamber 40 being at a relatively low pressure,
thus any leakage of fuel to the volume from the accu-
mulator 22 is of little effect.
[0026] Should the actuator stack 29 fail and the piston
member 19 remain in its lifted position for an undesirably
long period of time, leakage of fuel at a low rate between
the needle 12 and the nozzle body 10 from the annular
gallery 15 to the control chamber 40 and/or from the ac-
cumulator 22 to the control chamber 40 will eventually
pressurize the control chamber 40 to an extent sufficient
to return the needle 12 into engagement with its seating
and terminate injection. It will therefore be appreciated
that the injector is fail-safe. The rate at which such leak-
age occurs is sufficiently low that normal operation of
the injector is not impeded, and where fuel does flow to
the control chamber 40 during injection, upon termina-
tion of injection the movement of the piston member 19
will force the excess fuel from the control chamber 40
to the accumulator or the annular gallery.
[0027] If desired, the communication between the vol-
ume defined between the anvil 31 and the load trans-
mitting member 32 and the control chamber 40 may be
broken. In this case, during injection, leakage of fuel to
the volume from the accumulator 22 will gradually re-
duce the partial vacuum drawn therebetween, and as a
result, if injection is not terminated within a predeter-
mined time, for example upon the failure of the piezoe-
lectric stack 29, then the load transmitting member 32
will separate from the anvil 31, and the fuel pressure
within the accumulator 22 will return the piston member
19 to a position in which the fuel pressure within the con-
trol chamber 40 is sufficient to return the needle 12 into
engagement with its seating. It will be appreciated,
therefore, that a second fail-safe may be provided.
[0028] The embodiment described hereinbefore is
advantageous in that an accumulator is provided be-
tween the inlet arrangement 24 and the outlets 14 of the
injector. As a result, during injection, as a significant
quantity of fuel under high pressure is stored within the
accumulator 22 of the injector, the effect of pressure los-
es resulting from the restriction to flow formed by the
high pressure line between the injector and the common
rail can be minimised.
[0029] A further advantage of the arrangement de-
scribed hereinbefore is that pressure waves transmitted
along the high pressure fuel line, for example reflected
waves occurring after termination of injection, will arrive
at the delivery chamber 13 very shortly after their trans-
mission to the accumulator 22. As a result, the effect of
the pressure waves upon the needle 12 and the piston
member 19 urging the piston member 19 in an upward
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direction in the orientation illustrated will be countered
by the effect of the pressure waves within the accumu-
lator 22 urging the piston member 19 in a downward di-
rection to increase the fuel pressure within the control
chamber 40. The risk of secondary injection of fuel as a
result of the transmission of such reflected waves may
thus be reduced.
[0030] The injector described hereinbefore is suitable
for use in applications in which the injector must be of
relatively small diameter. In such applications, the
stresses applied to the various components are suffi-
cient that it is not practical to use one or more dowels to
ensure that the various components are properly
aligned. In order to avoid the use of such dowels, and
permit correct orientation of the various components,
the nozzle body 10 is conveniently provided with a slot
or groove 41 or an alternative identification feature
which is accessible once the injector has been assem-
bled to permit determination of the orientation of the noz-
zle body 10.

Claims

1. A fuel injector comprising a fuel inlet (24) arranged,
in use, to receive fuel under high pressure from a
source of pressurised fuel, an outlet (14) and a pi-
ezoelectric actuator (29) which is operable to move
a control piston (19) to modify the fuel pressure
within a control chamber (40), characterised in
that the fuel injector comprises an accumulator vol-
ume (22) located between the inlet (24) and the out-
let (14), the piezoelectric actuator being located
within the accumulator volume (22).

2. The fuel injector as claimed in Claim 1, wherein an
articulated connection is provided between the pie-
zoelectric actuator (29) and the control piston (19).

3. The fuel injector as claimed in Claim 2, wherein the
articulated connection is arranged to permit the ap-
plication of a retracting force to the control piston
(19) upon energization of the piezoelectric actuator
(29) so as to reduce the length thereof.

4. The fuel injector as claimed in Claim 3, wherein a
seal is formed between the piezoelectric actuator
(29) and the control piston (19) such that, upon the
length of the piezoelectric actuator (29) being re-
duced, a partial vacuum is drawn in a volume be-
tween the piezoelectric actuator (29) and the control
piston (19), serving to draw the control piston (19)
to follow the movement of the end of the actuator
(29).

5. The fuel injector as claimed in Claim 4, wherein the
piezoelectric actuator (29) carries an anvil member
(31) and the control piston (19) carries a load trans-

mitting member (32), the seal being formed be-
tween the anvil member (31) and the load transmit-
ting member (32).

6. The fuel injector as claimed in Claim 4 or Claim 5,
wherein the volume between the control piston (19)
and the piezoelectric actuator (29) is in communi-
cation with the control chamber (40).

7. The fuel injector as claimed in any of Claims 1 to 6,
wherein the piezoelectric actuator (29) is provided
with a flexible sealant coating.

8. The fuel injector as claimed in Claim 7, wherein the
sealant coating is an electronics conformal sealant
coating.

Patentansprüche

1. Kraftstoffeinspritzventil, das aufweist: einen Kraft-
stoffeintritt (24), der so angeordnet ist, daß er bei
Benutzung Kraftstoff unter hohem Druck von einer
Quelle des unter Druck stehenden Kraftstoffes auf-
nimmt; einen Austritt (14); und ein piezoelektri-
sches Betätigungselement (29), das betriebsfähig
ist, um einen Steuerkolben (19) zu bewegen, um
den Kraftstoffdruck innerhalb einer Steuerungs-
kammer (40) zu modifizieren, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß das Kraftstoffeinspritzventil ein Spei-
chervolumen (22) aufweist, das zwischen dem Ein-
tritt (24) und dem Austritt (14) angeordnet ist, wobei
das piezoelektrische Betätigungselement innerhalb
des Speichervolumens (22) angeordnet ist.

2. Kraftstoffeinspritzventil nach Anspruch 1, bei dem
eine gelenkartige Verbindung zwischen dem piezo-
elektrischen Betätigungselement (29) und dem
Steuerkolben (19) vorhanden ist.

3. Kraftstoffeinspritzventil nach Anspruch 2, bei dem
die gelenkartige Verbindung angeordnet ist, um die
Anwendung einer Rückstellkraft auf den Steuerkol-
ben (19) bei Einschaltung des piezoelektrischen
Betätigungselementes (29) zu gestatten, um so
dessen Länge zu verringern.

4. Kraftstoffeinspritzventil nach Anspruch 3, bei dem
eine Dichtung zwischen dem piezoelektrischen Be-
tätigungselement (29) und dem Steuerkolben (19)
gebildet wird, so daß, wenn die Länge des piezo-
elektrischen Betätigungselementes (29) verringert
wird, ein Teilvakuum in einem Volumen zwischen
dem piezoelektrischen Betätigungselement (29)
und dem Steuerkolben (19) entsteht, was dazu
dient, den Steuerkolben (19) zu ziehen, damit er der
Bewegung des Endes des Betätigungselementes
(29) folgt.
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5. Kraftstoffeinspritzventil nach Anspruch 4, bei dem
das piezoelektrische Betätigungselement (29) ein
Amboßelement (31) trägt und der Steuerkolben
(19) ein Lastübertragungselement (32) trägt, wobei
die Dichtung zwischen dem Amboßelement (31)
und dem Lastübertragungselement (32) gebildet
wird.

6. Kraftstoffeinspritzventil nach Anspruch 4 oder An-
spruch 5, bei dem das Volumen zwischen dem
Steuerkolben (19) und dem piezoelektrischen Be-
tätigungselement (29) mit der Steuerungskammer
(40) in Verbindung steht.

7. Kraftstoffeinspritzventil nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 6, bei dem das piezoelektrische Betätigungs-
element (29) mit einer elastischen Dichtungsmittel-
beschichtung versehen ist.

8. Kraftstoffeinspritzventil nach Anspruch 7, bei dem
die Dichtungsmittelbeschichtung eine an die Elek-
tronik angepaßte Dichtungsmittelbeschichtung ist.

Revendications

1. Injecteur de carburant comprenant un orifice d'ad-
mission du carburant (24) destiné à recevoir en ser-
vice du carburant haute pression à partir d'une sour-
ce de carburant sous pression, un orifice d'évacua-
tion (14) et un dispositif d'actionnement piézoélec-
trique (29) qui peut être actionné pour déplacer un
piston de commande (19) pour modifier la pression
du carburant dans une chambre de commande
(40), caractérisé en ce que l'injecteur de carburant
comprend un volume accumulateur (22) agencé en-
tre l'orifice d'admission (24) et l'orifice d'évacuation
(14), le dispositif d'actionnement piézoélectrique
étant agencé dans le volume accumulateur (22).

2. Injecteur de carburant selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel une connexion articulée est établie en-
tre le dispositif d'actionnement piézoélectrique (29)
et le piston de commande (19).

3. Injecteur de carburant selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel la connexion articulée est destinée à
permettre l'application d'une force de rétraction au
piston de commande (19) lors de l'excitation du dis-
positif d'actionnement piézoélectrique (29), de sor-
te à réduire la longueur correspondante.

4. Injecteur de carburant selon la revendication 3,
dans lequel un joint est formé entre le dispositif d'ac-
tionnement piézoélectrique (29) et le piston de com-
mande (19), de sorte que, lors de la réduction de la
longueur du dispositif d'actionnement piézoélectri-
que (29), un vide partiel est établi dans un volume

entre le dispositif d'actionnement piézoélectrique
(29) et le piston de commande (19), servant à en-
traîner le piston de commande (19) à suivre 1e dé-
placement de l'extrémité du dispositif d'actionne-
ment (29).

5. Injecteur de carburant selon la revendication 4,
dans lequel le dispositif d'actionnement piézoélec-
trique (29) supporte un élément d'enclume (31), le
piston de commande (19) supportant un élément de
transmission de charge (32), le joint étant établi en-
tre l'élément d'enclume (31) et l'élément de trans-
mission de charge (32).

6. Injecteur de carburant selon les revendications 4 ou
5, dans lequel le volume entre le piston de comman-
de (19) et le dispositif d'actionnement piézoélectri-
que (29) est en communication avec la chambre de
commande (40).

7. Injecteur de carburant selon l'une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel le dispositif d'ac-
tionnement piézoélectrique (29) comporte un revê-
tement d'étanchéité souple.

8. Injecteur de carburant selon la revendication 7,
dans lequel le revêtement d'étanchéité est un revê-
tement d'étanchéité conforme aux systèmes élec-
troniques.
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